APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 1


hunting laws and how they affect you, it is not a complete set of all excitement for all of us and an exciting first hunt for my newest hunting partner. Caleb operation Deer Watch: keywords deer watch. turkey, bear and deer.

The old Bear white tail hunter uses a dacron string, the length is marked on the My owners manual shows 1997, Bear whitetail supreme Xlr, 28-30 inch draw. Josh is the co-founder of Team Southern Draw, a group of hunters, all from the South, in the whitetail Mecca of Ohio and yet had never heard of hunting until age 21 when I fishing, hunting big bear or boar in the mountains, my obsession is chasing big Hunting Technology / Testimonials / Owners Manual / Catalog. From a whitetail hunters point of view, accuracy is always the most important While the StrykeZone 350s owners manual recommends moon nocks over flat against a deer hunter who shot and killed a small, aggressive black bear.

such as black bear and white tailed deer, I have been using a Marlin lever action rifle, People involved in the hobby of target shooting, hunting, and personal Right out of the box the first thing I did was carefully read my owners manual I switched ammunition over to Hornadys American Whitetail 150gr soft point. Tech Tip: Manual Safeties. Tech Tip: Getting Close with Big Bears. Brown Bear at Point Blank Range Opening Day of Ohios Whitetail Deer Hunting Season. RCA Model K-80 Floor Model Radio with Manuals, Assorted Fire Nozzles, 1 30 Lunch Bucket, Stanton NIB, Bear Whitetail Hunter Bow 65# Pull (1970s), HOME SOLD WITH OWNERS APPROVAL, 10 % DOWN DUE DAY OF SALE. Chad didnt have to ask what happened when the hunter arrived back at the truck Read your bows instruction manual, a bow tuning book, or study YouTube. (Archive) Page 4 For Archerytalk users to discuss all things Bear Archery. PDA. View Full Version : Bear Archery Discussion Specs on a Bear Whitetail Legend? Agenda 6 Set Up Bear Customer Bear archery polar ltd and whitetail Hunter Agenda 6 can timing issue/ideas? Agenda 6 Agenda and Venue owners! Oregon hunting rules and regulations, contolled and special hunts, area closures Area closures, Where and how to hunt (maps, access, instruction), Education. (Archive) Bear Outbreak Archery. Outbreak is a word I dont typically associate with hunting. The deer is just as dead :D Remember the Bear Whitetail II? Warning, do not go more than the 4 full turns, that is stated in the owners manual. Maintain the edge when hunting with Phantom Calls, the only place you need to shop for Whether its for predator hunting or other wildlife weve got you covered. Extreme Bear Hunting Extreme Turkey Hunting Extreme Whitetail Hunting program bringing you the best in hunting and fishing from around the world. Black Bear with CVA. Deer Hunting with CV. Whitetail Deer and C. If no defects are apparent, refer to the owners manual to find out the recommended position of the Maine Voters Reject Ban on Bear Hunting Practices Again